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I am writing to strongly oppose TSMVs latest proposals and implore Canmore Town Council
to JUST SAY NO to the current package.  My reasons are as follows:

1. Previous Proposals: Town Council rejected a smaller proposal 4 years ago and nothing has
changed for the better  since then to allow for approving UNANIMOUSLY this latest proposal
which has increased area, increased construction etc.  There is also a conflict between the
Municipal Development Plan and the two Area Structure Plans which stretch out beyond the
currently approved Growth Area.   A "Village" of this size will change forever the nature and
culture of our existing town and our way of life here.

2. Undermining: It seems ridiculous to me to build on undermined land, period!  Also, it
appears that both TSMV and engineers involved with construction of residential or
commercial buildings only have limited insurance coverage if issues arise so by default the
current residents of Canmore will have to pick up the tab which seems highly unfair.  Also, if
problems occur with for example roadways, the Town (i.e. us taxpayers) is ultimately
responsible for the costs, again unfair.

3. Wildlife Corridors: Our existing wildlife corridors around development are already too
limited, witness the increased human/wildlife conflicts around Peaks of Grassi and Stewart
Creek where corridors are only approx. 300 m and yet the new proposal sees even narrower
corridors, or possibly a fence (note deer and elk can jump over fences, bears can climb fences
etc.)  I understand the proposal includes 100 mitigations but it hardly seems likely that they
will all be completed.  At the very least, the areas of proposed development could be broken
up into smaller chunks to allow wildlife to migrate north to south between them to access
areas north of Highway 1.

4. Climate Change: With a potential doubling of our population and associated increased
transit/transport/infrastructure facilities, there is no way we are decreasing our carbon
footprint, in fact, we are greatly enlarging it, and we will not be able to meet our greenhouse
emissions targets.

5. Affordable Housing: I see very little evidence of planning for Affordable Housing in the
proposals.  There is a huge opportunity here to implement AH as soon as possible in the
project if it proceeds, and with more units than currently shown, as well as later in the project.

6. Financial Risk: Besides potential undermining costs, residents will likely also see increased
taxes as historically such projects do not actually build as much commercial development as is
promised but which is needed to keep our tax base down.

7. Other: Safety e.g. how to evacuate so many people e.g. during fires, floods, etc. given the
limited access into and out of town.  Also, congestion in the downtown area will inevitably
increase.

I am not totally opposed to development, just not of this magnitude, and, yes, I appreciate that
proceeding with development is desirable from the perspective of job creation, both during
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construction, and after e.g. new restaurants, shops etc. however, I believe that Town Council
should send TSMV back to the drawing board to come up with a much more realistic and
manageable i.e. smaller  plan (smaller area, less residential buildings, more space for wildlife
etc.) at this time.  

Town Council has the ability to override or shrink or outright reject these proposals.

Please DO THE RIGHT THING!

Sincerely,
Chris Thomas


